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1. Introduction

Since the advent of in situ satellite observations of the

earth's maqnetopause, investigators have searched diligently

for high-speed ion jets, an expected signature of the reconnec-

tion process (Vasyliunas, 1975). Siqnificant indirect evidence

for the reconnection process has been presented, especially for

processes in the magnetotail (Hones et al., 1976; Frank et al.,

1976). However, extensive analyses of HEOS 2 (Haerendel et

al., 1978) and IMP 6 data (Eastman and Hones, 1979) have failed

to reveal any significant high speed ion flow near the maqneto-

pause. These studies demonstrated that the dominant process in

the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction results in plasma de-

energization as magnetosheath plasma crosses the maqnetopause

to supply the magnetospheric boundary layer.

ISE observations have recently provided some potential

direct evidence for reconnection via direct measurements of the

tangential electric field (Mozer et al., 1979) and high-speed

ion flows near the maqnetopause (Paschmann et al., 1979). Al-

though the electric field measurements are subject to interpre-

tive problems that are not yet fully resolved, the high-speed

plasma flow observations could represent significant evidence

for reconnection in the framework of an apparent lack of alter-

native hypotheses for high-speed flows nearFnt-- ,Use.
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In this paper, we present ISEE plasma observations usinq

the University of Iowa quadrispherical electrostatic analyzers

(LEPEDEAs). These observations supplement those of Paschmann

et al. (1979) for the 8 September 1978 (day 251) maqnetopause

crossing which are based on measurements by the LANL/MPE plasma

analyzers. We will present results that relate to the follow-

ing critical questions for the reconnection hypothesis:

(1) Are the observed flows consistent with those required

by the MHD rotational discontinuity conditions?

(2) Are energetic ion and electron signatures observed

near the magnetopause consistent with a reconnection

geometry?

The presence of a MHD rotational discontinuity is a neces-

sary, although not sufficient, condition for the reconnection

mechanism. A further necessary condition is that hiqh-soeed

plasma flow, produced by the "slingshot" acceleration process

of reconnection, must be on open field lines. The energetic

electron and ion observation indicate that at least part of the

high-speed plasma flow, observed during the 8 September lq7R

ISEE magnetopause crossing, is on closed field lines. This

maqnetopause crossing thus provides an excellent case study in

which an observation of high-speed ion flow near the magneto-

pause does not constitute adequate evidence for the presence of

reconnect ion.
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2. Instrumentation

The LEPEDEA instruments sample ion and electron velocity

distributions over all except - 2% of the unit sphere for parti-

cle velocity vectors. These instruments have an energy resolu-

tion of AE/E = 0.16 and cover an energy ranqe of I eV to 45 kew

for positive ions and electrons. Depending on instrument mode,

32 or 64 energy passbands are sampled which either span the full

energy range or the highest 32 levels which cover energies above

215 eV (e.g., Plates 1 and 2). Polar angles 0 measured from the

spacecraft spin axis to the individual fields-of-view of the

seven detector pairs are illustrated in Figure 1. The spacecraft

spin period is approximately 3 sec; 16 azimuthal sectors are

sampled at low spacecraft telemetry rate and approximately 12

azimuthal sectors are sampled at high rate. Each instrument cv-

cle used for the full velocity distribution calculation requires

128 sec in the basic high-bit-rate mode (32 energy levels X 4 sec

per enerqy level) and approximately 8 min in the low-hit-rate

mode. Instruments were in high-hit-rate mode during the 8 Sen-

tember 1978 maqnetopause crossinq. With 12 azimuthal sectors ani

seven polar angles, 12 X 7 X 32 = 2688 samples of velocity spaco

are obtained every 128 sec; at a given energy, seven polar anq7

are sampled simultaneously each n.25 sec in successive azimuthal

sectors which are separated by approximately 300. Startinq it

the lowest energy, each detector (numbered 1-7 as shown in Piguro

1) sweeps through all azimuthal (@) angles before stepping up to
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the next higher energy level. Corresponding E-¢ plots are

constructed for the seven detector pairs and several examples

are presented in Plates 1 and 2. The data frames are labeled

IP-7P in the color plates for detectors 1-7 where "P" denotes

protons and "E" denotes electrons. The ions are assumed to he

primarily protons for most of the present analysis although a

helium ion component is observed and discussed in this paper.

More detailed descriptions of the ISEE LEPEDEA instruments

are provided by Frank et al. (1978a, 1978b). Although the LETP-

EDEA has a complete cycle time of 128 see, it covers the full

solid angle range during each 3-sec spin period at each energy.

The full three-dimensional capability of the LEPEDEA is espec-

ially important for the present study in which cool ion distri-

butions with large polar bulk flow components are found. In

addition, angular variations of such flows can be detected on a

time scale of only a few spin periods. Simultaneous samples

with a Geiger-Mueller (GM) tube, which has a collimated 400

field-of-view, provide measurements of the angular distribu-

tions of > 45 keV electrons at the midplane of the spacecraft.

In this paper, we employ these capabilities of the quadri-

spherical LEPEDEA to supplement the information reported pre-

viously for the R September 1978 ISEE maqnetopause crossinq.

We find that our three-dimensional observations lead to tho

best avai table estimate,; of tho flow vector during th,' h iqh-

speed flow intorval for this crossing.
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3. Observations

a. Energy-Time (E-t) Spectrograms

A color-coded energy-time (E-t) spectrogram is shown in

Plate la which covers the first six hours of ISEFE-I measturements

on 8 September 1978 (day 251). The E-t spectroqrams disolay

detector responses coded according to a color scale shown on the

right-hand side of the color plates. Values of loql 0 (responses)

are shown next to the color bar. The responses are proportional

to the energy, E, multiplied by directional differential energy

flux, dJ/dE, and are proportional to E2 multiplied by phase space

density, f(v). The four panels of the spectrograms display, from

top to bottom, averages of responses sampled by the equatorial

plane detector (detector 4) for the sunward-looking quadrant (v),

the duskward-lookinq quadrant (>), the antisunward-lookinq quad-

rant (A) and the dawnward-looking quadrant (<), respectively.

These standard spectrograms also display azimuthally averaged

electron spectra. Values of loqlO of the energy in units of eV

are given along the ordinate with time in hours (UT) marked along

the abscissa. Spacecraft coordinates are given in solar ecliptic

coordinates.

As shown in Plate la, hot (Z 10 keY), isotropic ion and

electron distributions are encountered in the outer maqnetosphere

until -- 0040 UJT. TSEE-I plasma parametors from Paschinann c- al.

1971)) ar r r)ro ](ce( in Fiqijr,' 2 and in(li± i ion niimb', 1'f,;i ,

,pood and th," solar ecliptir z-cOmponont of tho inv,,. i" f i,.l,,
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Bz. The first magnetopause crossing at 0043:56-59 UT is well

defined in Bz and the high-speed flow region is earthward of

the magnetopause and thus is identified as a maqnetosoheric

boundary layer. This boundary layer interval is very brief on

the six-hour time scale shown in the E-t spectrogram. The sub-

solar region magnetosheath in this case is highly variable in

density and flow direction based on moments analysis. Large

spectral variations are present in both the sectored ion plots

as well in the azimuthally averaged electron responses shown in

the bottom panel of the E-t spectroqram. Row shock crossings

are observed at 0327, 0335, 0340, 0405 and 0538 UT.

b. Energy-Phase Angle (E- ) Spectrograms

Three-dimensional response arrays or enerqy-phase angle

(E- ) plots presented in Plates 1 and 2 cover several instru-

ment cycles for this crossing of the magnetospheric boundary

layer and magnetopause. The time given at the top of each E-

plot set is the start time for each 128 sec instrument cycle.

Figure 3 illustrates the E-0 plot format based on the 6P frame

from Plate 2a. Values of loql0 of the proton energy in units

of eV are given along the ordinate. Each frame shows 16 az-

imuthal sector marks on the abscissa. Since the spin axis is

nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, the abscissa may b

interpreted as solar ecliptic longitude of flow direction from

00 (sunward direction) to 360'. Detector responses are dis-

played according to a color-coded scale shown at the riqht-hand

side of the color plates with appropriate values of logjO of
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the responses marked next to the color bar. The 6P frame illus-

trated in Figure 3 shows detector 6 ion responses from the start

time of 0041:41.7 UT to 0043:49.6 UT. Detector 6 views a 210

polar angle range centered 620 below the ecliptic plane as shown

in Figure 1. These ions are thus flowing upward and tailwar,].

All frames within the E- plots, including the ChM frame for

45 keV electrons, display responses sequentially from bottom

to top. Thus, energy and time values are isomorphic for IP-7P

and lE-7E as shown in Figure 3. Enerqy channels are loqarith-

mic illy spaced so that the vertical axis is nearly linear in

time. For example, the sharp lower edge for 6P responses occurs

near 0.23 of the full vertical scale which corresponds to a time

of 0.23 X 128 sec after the start time, or 0041:41.7 UT + 2).1

sec = 0042:11 UT. Because detectors 4P-7P all show a rapid

change at this time, the ion distribution changed substantially

in less than one spin period or 3 sec. After that time the diq-

tribution appears relatively stable for at least 30 sec. How-

ever, at later times within this same instrument cycle the T,EP-

EDEA is sampling energetic ions above 10 key until the beginning

of the next instrument cycle at 0043:49.6 UT (Plate 2b). The

r-q:3onse enhancement present in each of the 5E frames is caused

by secondary electrons and photoelectrons that re,;aiL from the

instrument-satellite configuration.

There d ro numio mus feat ures of the io inld lf ctfr( i ne

city distributions which can he inferred fr )m thet hr',e.,-

dimensional response arrays. These E- spoctroqa~ms FfOt i y iv"
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provide a direct look at three-dimensional velocity distribu-

tions. En the remainder of this section, we will demonstrate

this capability with a detailed description of the response

arrays shown in Plates 1 and 2.4

The nearby outer maqnetosphere is dominated by hot (N> 10

key), isotropic ion and electron distributions as shown in Plate

lb after 0038:49 UT (upper third of each frame). In contrast,

low response levels are observed at energies of < 1 keN7. Prom

0038:04 UT to 0038:49 UT, a brief segment of boundary layer plas-

ma is observed which corresponds to results from the TAINL/MPE. in-

strument at this same time as shown in Figure 2. This boundary

layer segment near 0038:30 UT differs from the later interval

adjacent to the maqnetopause near 0044 ITT. Later boundary layer

segments do not include a downward flowing component at low ener-

gies whereas this interval shows a significant downward as well

as an upward flowing ion component as shown in Plate lb, esneci-

ally in the 2P, 3P, 6P and 7P frames.

At 0040:35 UT, the E-0 spectrogram of Plate Ic shows a rapid

transition from magnetospheric to upward flowing boundary layer

plasma. A simultaneous decrease in energetic electron (> 45 keyV)

intensity occurs as shown in the GM frame although pancake-shaped

pitch-angle distributions remain (also see section 3e below).

Downward-flowing ions are no longer present as they were near

0038:30 (IT. The moments analysis parameters shown in Figure 2

demonstrate that the boundary layer is present from 0040:39 11T7 un

to the magnetopause. This i-, tho intorval of hiqh-speed,, inn fl'iw
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described by Paschmann et al. (1979); olasma parameters for this

time interval will be described in detail in the next section.

After the LEPEDEA starts to sample energetic ions above 1 I0

keV, the primary ion population that contributes to the density

and velocity moments is not sampled until the next instrument

cycle begins at 0041:42 UT. Energetic ions sampled durino this

high-speed flow event display primarily a pancake-shaped

pitch-angle distribution (see section 3e).

Some low-elevation ion flow is shown in Plate 2a between

0041:42 and 0042:12 UT which corresponds to a large drop in flow

speed as shown in Figure 2. The flow vector, V, at this time is

directed towards SE = 2500 and eSR = 250 which is at - 760 with

respect to the magnetic field in the spacecraft reference frame.

Solar ecliptic longitude is denoted by SE and OSE denotes solar

ecliptic latitude with OSE = 00 in the ecliptic plane and SF = 0

directed sunward1 alonq the earth-sun line or XgE axis. After

0042:12 UT the flow becomes more field-aligned and the angle be-

tween V and B decreases to 340 for 0042:12 to 0043:08 UT. Al-

though the LEPEDEA can quickly determine the flow direction, the

spectra and flow speed from 0041:42 to 0042:12 'IT are uncertain.

The flow speed estimate obtained by the LANL/MPE instrument drops

to - 210 km/s at this time which is probably a good estimate due

to the low flow elevation angle which brings the flow direction

within the + 55n polar angle acceptance aperture of that instru-

ment (seo section 1c). Por the one-minute period aftor 0(142:1?

tTT, the LEPHDEA samples a fairly stable, high-speed flow which
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is most apparent in the 6P an, 7P frames. Prom Figure 1, we

see that detectors 6 and 7 sample GSE values of less than -510

Detailed plasma parameters for this interval are orovided in

the next section. The energetic ion measuremnts oresented in

Plate 2a for the high-speed flow interval show an an,-il-r

distribution similar to the previous instrument cycle excent

that detector 7 now has higher resoonso values (see section

3e) .

The magnetopause at O043:56-59 UT (see Plate 2h and Figure

2) is accompanied by termination of the high-speed ion flow and

by a sharp drop in ion and electron responses as enprqies of

- 400 eV are being sampled. This ranid change is evident in

detectors 4 through 7 and occurs in less than one soin neriod.

Most of P)late 2b then shows the F- spectrogram for the adia-

cent magnetosheath. An additional r-p spectrogram for the

nearby magnetosheath is given in Plate 2d which, similar to

Plate 2b, shows a broad maqnetosheath ion distribution. Figh-

speed ion flow is present in the intervenino time interval of

0046:17-0051:40 UT which includes boundary layer plasma accom-

panied by frequent, large magnetic field changes.

The simultaneous presence of He + + and He+ ions in the

boundary layer during the 9 September 1978 maqnetopause cross-

inq has recently been reporto , by Pot-orson of al. (1 18 ). h'

f I ,i 1 I I (( 111 u in t tkI r - t p pi I i tV 1 1t1 i , w i iw W. t r- -. i rr

(1 rn'it t 11 iro , r o tt, ge~~ I # n V: ho I' )!1-:A f,:- '! t r-,It il;
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from 0042 to 0056 UT as, for example, in the 4P framp of Plate

2c near 4 keV. In the maqnetopause and boundary layer near

0049 UT there are two distinct U+ siqnatures centered at < 300

eV and - 2 keV, respectively. The lower enerqy H + bulk flow in

the spacecraft frame is lirected toward 1100 and OS 4
500, close to the flow direction observed for low-energy i'

ions in the nearby magnetosheath. In comparison, the more en-

ergetic H + ions near 2 keV are directed toward p 2010 and

5SE = 560 with a speed of - 460 km/s. In the combined bulk

plasma frame which includes both the low-enerqy and hiqh-enerqy

H+ ions, the low-energy ions are flowing about 800 with resoect

to the magnetic field near 0049 UT. This flow pitch-angle is

- 500 for the more enerqetic H+, He + + and le+ ions sampled near

2 keV, 2.6 keV and 4.3 keY, respectively. In the combined bulk

plasma frame, the velocity components (VII) alonq the magnetic

field are 69 km/s, 88 km/s and 64 km/'s for ihe high-energy H+ ,

He++ and He + components, respectively,

Plate 2d shows the E- spectrcgram for the LFPE'PEA instru-

ment cycle starting at 0052:21 UT in the maqnetosheath. The

ion velocity distribution sampled here is similar to that sam-

pled in the first magnetosheath interval shown in Plate 2b. In

both cases, a hiqher energy component is present which is suner-

imposed on the main H+ distribution. These higher enerqy ions

are directed towards SE = 2300 and Op' = 38" in the spaco'craft

f rame. Three d ist inct peaks i n i on ro,,pon!-, ar-r, ;hown ()n I h

right side of the 6P frame in Plate 2d at onerqy valn tIf(



anrroxim,-itolv 1.), 3.1 and 5.6 keV. Thegn, enerclv valties

,e.rr -)ondi to the three P/q gtates of N+ ,+, n I+ li '1 .

I:2:4 ratio assmmnq the same flow velocitv f-or eich ' c

an asumption which is supnortoe] hv the ahov, rorm I t, n'ar oo1

!'T. When o07.1luiatoe in the comnbined ( bulk #7rasma vinr t-

IT+ , He++ and Te +  components hive N111 valu-, 4-)F - 4-:;)

km/s an-1 -333 km/s, resnectivoly, with f low nitch-anolf- noir

164. In this same combined hulk plasma frame, the low-enermY

!I+ component has a flow pitch-anqIle of 180 and \1ll = 109 km/s.

If the acceleration process corresoonds onlv to a fix(-,!

ootential drop so that each s)ecies is accelerated to rouqh'v

the same kinetic energy, then the speeds for H+ , Ie + + an-I I? ,

should be in the ratio 2:,:1. However, the observed sT)oeIQ

are more nearly equal than can he exnected from a Proces

involvinq a fixed potential dron.

Since the He+/H+ number density ratio in the solar wind is

tynically much less than that for e++/H+, this He + i rrnhahl,

of manetospheric origin. In fact, Peterson et al. (l]9Rf )nea-

sure a Ile+ number density of < 0.003 cm- 3 for the later maui-

netosheath interval of 0055-01%5 IT. An insoection of Platoq

2a-2d indicates that the Ile+ and Tie++ comnonents are nresent

throughout the maqnetopause an( boundary laver. A relativlv

weak !;iqnatu re of rie + is also observed in tho maqineto!-:hea h bI

')n v ,'urin,; tho First two in.st riwf,,nt rvc1 ee , if t r 00' Ip'.

.... ... o 7 '.. .. " ' " " " -, T " '1



C. Ion Flow Analysis

Moments analysis parameters for positive ions lor the R

',epteinber II78 ISEE maonetopauso crossinq have been qiv're, by

P-.qchmann et al. (1979) and TANTL/MPE results for number lensi-

ty, temo raturo and flow speed are reproduced in "iqcUro I 7, cr

comparison with the complementary iEPEDRA measuirements. ror

s.,voral sample instrument cycles, horizontal bars on the thre

olots shown in Figure 2 present simultaneous LEPFOEA measure-

ments. Althouqh the temperatures derived from the two instru-

ments are similar, the TPFEDA density values are systematical-

ly low. This difference is due to the qenerally cold ion spec-

tra and the 70-eV low-energy cutoff for the rANL/MPF instrument

whereas the LEPEDEA at this time was operatinq in a hiqh-enerqy

mode which covers 215 eV to 45 keY.

The most significant difference in moments analysis re-

sults for this crossing is that for velocity. Peak ion soeeds

measured by the rANL/MPE instrument are lower by more than -9n

km/s relative to the peak speed of 582 km/s sampled by the TFP-

EDEA. The cause of this difference is illustrated in Fiqure 4.

Polar angle coverage of the seven LEPF A detectors is marked

by solid lines emanating from the center of the diagram. Do-

tector 4 is roughly centered on the ecliptic plane since the
spin axis is directed towards , = 1, = l 6(

Contour:s of the ion velocity ,li:stribtition ar,, driwn ,ibut ),t"

observed ion flow vector which is directed 58 + 10 abov thle

ecliptic plane. Whereas the neak ion response levels are
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present in frames 6P and 7P of Plate 2a, the LANl,/MPE instrumont

has a sharp response cutoff at S59 away from the spin nlane (Rame

et al., 1978) and its 3-T) mode effectively covers the ranqo of

the LUPEDEA detectors 3 through 5. The effect of this limited

angular coverage is to truncate the ion distribution ahovp 53)

resulting in a velocity vector centered 45" above the eclintic

plane. Although the LANL/MPP instrument provides reasonable

estimates for Vx and V., the V. value is substantially

underestimated.

The LEPEDEA obtains approximately seven times more samples

of velocity space at this time whereas the LANT./MPF instrument

samples the three-dimensional distributions ten times faster. At

a given energy, the LFPEDEA has the unique capability of samplinI

seven pitch angles simultaneously and changes in flow direction

can be identified on a time scale of only a few soin periods. As

noted in the last section within the description of Plate 2a, a

rapid direction change occurs at 0042:1? UT; thereafter, the ion

velocity distribution is fairly stable so that the TYPPFDEA ob-

tains an adequate sampling of the full three-dimensional velocity

distribution. Table 1 below summarizes plasma and field para-

meters for three time intervals near the maqnetopause based on

the TEPEDEA and LAML/MP (Paschmann et al., 1979) olasma instru-

ments and the UCLA flux-gate magnetometer.

Frror estimates are obtained for the, ,EPIEA valutID; by oval]-

uating both statistical errors and systematic errors .s,;n-',a.e,

particularly with in-flight calibration coe fricients. Oiir error



analysis procedure results in approximate rms errors of AV =8

km/s for speed and AkT = 10 eV for thermal enerqy. The boundary

layer flow vector is directed 58 + 30 above the ecliptic plane

(compared to -451 based on the LANL/MPE instrument) and is

oriented 34 + 20 away from the averaqe maqnetic field vector.

Table 1. Plasma and Field Parameters for the
8 September 1978 (day 251) ISEE-l Maqnetopause Crossinq

(Solar Ecliptic Coordinates)

Time (Vx, Vy, Vz) km/s JVI (sx , By, Bz) nT ion kT(eV)
(cm_ 3 )

0042:12-0043:08 (IT (-298,-86,493) 582 (-25,20,43) 5 782

(-290,-82,302) 427 'q

-0043:30 UT (Not Available) (-11,24,24) 1R 430

-0044:30 UT (-65,24,62) 93 (28,34,-33) 9 193

0048:05-0050:13 LIT (-207,-81,280) 358 (-9,25,25) 5 472

0052:21-0054:29 UT (-126,-53,133) 191 (15,45,-17) 12 215

Note: Underlined values are based on LEPEDEA results (see text).

The tanqential stress balance condition for a rotational

discontinuity is qiven by

V+ -+ I  (i-aI)1/2 P1 112 +21I(l

where p, V and i denote the mass density, bulk flow velocity and

maqnetic field, respectively, on each i(ie of the discontinuity.

The pressure anisotropy is dorinod hv a = 4R(PU-PL)/j2 whore P# ,nd

Pi are the parallel and perpendicular plasma pressur s, respectivi-

ly, (Hudson, 1970). This is a necessary, althouqh not sufficiont
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condition for a rotational discontinuity. The application of

the MHD discontinuity analysis assumes stationarity and other

conditions that cannot be easily checked, if at all. using the

first and third time period given in Table 1, the right-hand

side of equation 1 becomes (1-al)i/ 2 (386, 102, -553) km/s.

A 4.This derived V is aligned to within 80 of the observed AV.

However, using the observed pressure anisotropy in the magneto-

sheath (side 1 of the discontinuity) of -0.14 (Sonnerup et al.,

1981), the predicted IA'I = 682 km/s (G. Paschmann, private

communication, 1981) is considerably larger than the observed

value of 574 km/s.

A necessary condition for both a tangential and rotational

discontinuity is that of pressure balance so that

P1 2 - Pi1 + (B2
2-BI 2 )/8w = 0 (2)

where P1 = nkT denotes the Perpendicular plasma pressure.

Total plasma and field pressure is 10.5 + 0.5 keV/cm 3 in the

boundary layer and 9.3 + 0.4 keV/cm 3 in the nearby magneto-

sheath. Error estimates arise primarily from the plasma mea-

surements. This pressure imbalance should correspond to a net

outward movement of the magnetopause; however, Paschmann et al.

(1979) report a net inward magnetopause motion based on timing

of magnetic field signatures. This difference suggests that

assumptions of the MIID discontinuity analysis are no longer

applicable, such as stationarity or the neglect of gradients or

finite ion gyroradius effect-. A further necessary condition

for an M111) rotational discontinuity is
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V n = Bn ((1-al)/p)/
2

with Vn and Bn designating the normal outward components of hulk

flow velocity and magnetic field, respectively, in the minimunm

variance coordinate system. Paschmann et al. (1979) renort a val-

ue for B n of -5.4 - 2.9 nT. With an average density of 12 cm -3

based on Figure 2 and Table 1, this results in a predicted value

for Vn, in the magnetopause frame, of -20 + ii km/s. Our deter-

mination of the angle between the minimum variance normal, n, ani

the bulk flow vector for 0042:12 to - 0043:08 UT is 88.? + 1.50

which corresponds to an observed outward normal flow velocity in

the spacecraft frame of +18.3 + 15 km/s. Because of the i0 km/s

inward motion of the maqnetopause relative to the satellite the

predicted normal plasma velocity, in the spacecraft frame, is -30

km/s (Paschmann et al., 1979). The total angular separation of

the predicted and observed velocity vectors is then approximately

4.80 which is nearly three times our estimated error for project-

ing the bulk flow vector along the minimum variance normal direc-

tion. Paschmann et al. (1979) obtained a negative value for Vn

due to their 55 0 -truncation of the velocity distribution which re-

duced the measured V z component as shown in Figure 4. Recently,

Sonnerup et al. (1981) report a slightly modified normal direction

which leads to an observed bulk flow component of vn = 8.7 km/s in

the spacecraft frame and v n  17 km/s in the maqnetopant,, frain,-

using a revised magnetopause speed of -8.5 + 1.5 km/s;. An e;t i-

mate of the average Tin value (-7.2 nT) by Sonnorup et al. (l1'WI



leads to a predicted vn = -55 km/s, in the maqnetopause frame,

which corresponds to an even larger angular separation (70)

between observed and predicted normal speed components.

Although the Vn value is difficult to estimate directly, we

have found that the value for cos - I (V.ri) is relatively insensi-

tive to several potential systematic errors or to an extension of

the integration time interval to periods prior to 0042:12 MIT.

This result indicates that the flow vector, even with the flow

direction shift near 0042:12 UT, remains closely tangent to the

magnetopause surface with Vn > 0. If the local maqnetopause were

a tangential discontinuity, then the predicted value for Vzn is

zero which could be consistent with our results. This situation

would also be easier to reconcile with the sharp plasma discon-

tinuity observed coincident with the 2-3 second maqnetopause in-

terval, measured by both the LFPEDEA (see Plate 2h) and the TAN!/

MPE instruments (see Figure 2). Any significant v n component

should be expected to rapidly diffuse away such a sharp olasma

qradient.

The total convective electric field, = x B, for tille

0042:12-0043:08 UT time interval, has a magnitude of 31 mV/m and

is oriented 220 with respect to the maqnetopause normal. As

ISEE-l approaches the maqnetopause, expecially after 0n41:10 11T,

there is a change in magnetic field orientation that catvses F to'

aipproach the normail direction ;o( thait the t-irqent i -1 l ct ric

f ield compfonent, Ft, is sust.1tit jil ly 17el c'l.|. In th nIln,t,-

pause frame, the tangential electric filId ckan b written I!-.
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Et  -(V n X B t) -(Vt X R n )

If we take V n  0, Vt = 582 km/s and Rn = -5.4 nT, then F t  1.1

mV/m (only 10% of the total magnitude) and is nearly parallel to

the current vector given in Figure 3 of Paschmann et al. (1979).
+ +

For V n = 20 km/s, the -V n X R t term contributes only I mV/m so

that the Et calculation depends primarily on the Rn value which,

in turn, depends on the minimum variance calculation. The mini-

mum variance technique cannot account for changes in magneto-

pause orientation during the intervals used to compute Rn; for 8

September 1978, Paschmann et al. (1979) used a six minute inter-

val ending at - 0045 UT which is about 300 ion qyroperiods.

Consequently, the magnetic field observations are consistent

with Et = 0 at the time of the magnetopause crossing if there

are moderate temporal variations in magnetopause orientation.

d. Characteristics of the Three-Dimensional Ion Velocity

Distributions

A perspective plot of the three-dimensional ion velocity

distribution is shown in Figure 5 based on the 128-sec instrument

cycle beginning at 0041:42 ITT. This plot covers energy levels

from 820 eV to 45 keY; the main peak corresponding to the hiqh-

speed plasma flow is based on observations from 0042:12 TIT to

approximately 0043:08 UT. Energy scans from 215 to 820 ell have

been deleted because of a directional shift in the ion distribu-

tion near 0042:12 TIT. Plasma spectra simiiitanoonisly sampl,',d hy

th , TANT,/M>P instrument from 0042:12 liT to ,Ito r 0041 111' ! ;hOw
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low-energy component below 820 eV that has a maqnetosheath-like

spectrum which is highly variable and reduced in intensity.

This magnetosheath-like component is distinct from the high-

speed flow component as shown by the three-dimensional resnonse

array presented in Plate 2a. If this low-enerqy component is

directly supplied from the magnetosheath, then the plasma in-

jection 9rocess filters out ions with small pitch-angles since

the nearby magnetosheath ions in this enerqy range have a much

broader angular distribution.

A perspective plot is shown in Figure 6 which is based on

observations during the later magnetopause and boundary layer

interval. This plasma distribution is very similar to that oh-

served during the earlier high-speed flow period. The nearby

magnetosheath distribution is presented as a perspective plot

in Figure 7. A peak of high-speed ions directed along -III is

well separated from the low velocity ion component. Isodensit

contours of the ion velocity distributions are presented in

Figure 8 for the same three time periods covered by the per-

spective plots in Figures 5 through 7. These contours show

projections of f( ) onto the Vi-Vll plane; in each case, the

high-speed flow components are well separated from the low-

energy ion components. Tn Figure 8a, an energetic ion peak

of moderate intensity is observed near VII = +2200 km/s at low

pitch-angles. A comparable high-enorgy component is :0 l;n

present along1 +VI in Fi'ures 1), 7 and Rb; onerg1,ofic r, t i,- *.s

will he described further in the next section.



e. Energetic Ion (10-49 keNI) and Fnerqetic Electron ( 4S kew)

Angular Distributions

The three dimensional response arrays for the boundary lav-

er as presented in Plates ic, 2a and 2c show energetic ions

above 10 keV. A velocity moments computation was done for In to

45 keV ions sampled by the ISEE-I LEPEV)EA. Although the pitch-

anqle distributions of energetic ions are peaked at - 0Q° in the

outer maqnetosohere, this peak shifts to 10qo pitch angle (with

an 840 look azimuth for peak resoonse) and 101' pitch angle

(with a 720 look azimuth for peak resoonse) near nn41:20 JIn and

0043:30 UT, respectively, in the boundary laver. Scholer et al.

(1981) present energetic ion data sampled simultaneously by the

NOAA/MPA medium energy particle instrument. Their observations

indicate that an ion anisotroov occurs at these times due to the

loss of ions near an absorbing boundary (Williams, lq7q) whicTh

results in significantly decreased energetic ion responses in

the dawnward-lookinq sectors. Energetic ions with 0-qnO nitch-

angles are nearly absent in the 55-65 keV energy range whereas

significant responses are observed in the 4S-55 keV energy ran(ie

(T. Fritz, private communication, 1981). This trend is consist-

ent with LEPEDEA ion observations near 25 keV which show sinni-

ficant responses for pitch-anqles < 22' without anv cnmnarahln

ions directed alonq -V1 (see plates 2a and 2c and Fiquros 5, 7, qa

and Rb). An energy-dependent process isf thus invnor,d which

splectively removes 0-00 pit-ch ,inq i',, i (ns ,Ot of in , ihrw i ,

nancak,-shapod nitch- n,l, di;t rihf iof n; thi!; prc.s .,I:, f
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higher energy ions (> 45 key) more than ions in the 10-45 keV

energy range.

Angular distributions of energetic electrons () 45 key) are

sampled with a GM tube in the LEPEDEA instrument. This detector

has a 400 conical field-of-view and is described further in

Frank et al. (1978a, 1978b). Azimuthally averaqed energetic

electron intensities from ISEE-l are plotted in Fiqure 9.

Pancake-shaped pitch-angle distributions are present throuqhout

the boundary layer and outer magnetosphere, as shown by pitch-

angle plots presented in the upper right-hand portion of Figure

9 tor selected times marked on the azimuthally averaged

intensity-vs-time plot. Even during the local intensity de-

creases near 0038 and 0042 UT, this pitch-angle signature is

retained.

Since the energetic electrons have large guidinq center

speeds (- 10 RE/s at 50 keV for a = 600) their angular listri-

butuions and intensities quickly reflect changes in larqe-scale

tield topology. In comparison, the ion flow speed and the

Alfven speed are lower by factors of > 100. If the boundary

layer were on open field lines as required in a reconnection

model, then energetic electrons within the high-speed flow re-

gion should rapidly develop asymmetric, field-aligned distribt-

tions such as that observed in the magnetosheath near 0044:30

UT. Two observations in particular indicate that the boundary

layer observed during this crossing is on closed f'iod Iinop:



(1) Pancake-shaped energetic electron nitch-annlo dis-

tributions are observed for the entire boundary layer

interval,

(2) A rapid intensity decrease occurs at the maqnetn-

pause.

The latter observation is not consistent with a siqnificant

local Rn component which would provide for rapid leakaqcl of:

energetic electrons across the maqnetopause. Tf an intense and

unusually prolonqed energetic electron source was present

equatorward of the ISER satellites, then the observed symmetric

angular distributions could possibly be Produced. However, 4f

this source occurs on open field lines, as would he the case in

a diffusion region for merginq, then there should he siqniFi-

cant intensity levels of energetic electrons in the adjacent

magnetosheath. Near 0045:20 UT, the energetic electrons in the

magnetosheath have a pitch-anqle distribution neaked near 901.

However this condition is only very briefly observed, occurs

close to the maqnetopause intensity qradient and occurs with

low responses so that this anisotropy is compatible with a

brief excursion into the adjacent magnetosheath. Por examole,

there could be a compression of maqnetosheath flux tubes

against the frontside maqnetopause resultinq in brief intervals

of pseudo-trapping of energetic particles between hiqh fiold

regions. However, such pseudo-trappinq will he weak du(e to tho

large loss cone.

IJ
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The energetic particle observation-s Cr'Wile a kraliiahlp sxin-

plement to the analysis of a maqnetopause cros.in. ror the

high-speed flow interval observed durinq the R Sentember Lq7R

ISEE crossing we note that (1) the energetic ions have a gener-

ally pancake-shaped pitch-angle distribution which shows an

azimuthal anisotropy due to the loss of ions from finite ion-

gyroradius effects near an absorbinq boundary, (2) some Pnerqet-

ic ions are present at low pitch-angles (< 25), and (1)

oancake-shaped energetic electron distributions are oresent

throughout the boundary layer. These observations inlicate that

the boundary layer is situated primarily, if not entirely, on

closed field lines.

1~
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4. "onclusions

In this paper we have endeavored to confirm the evidence for

reconnection reported by Paschmann et al. (1979) based on an IqFF

satellite traversal of the sunward magnetooause near local noon

on 8 Seotember 1978. We have made a detailed analysis of three-

dimensional plasma velocity distributions obtained with the Tni-

versity of Iowa LEPEDEA instruments. The observations described

include ions and electrons from 215 eV to 45 key as well as ener-

getic electrons > 45 key.

The reconnection geometry suoqested for this crossing by

Paschmann et al. (1979) is shown in Figure 10. Since the ob-

served plasma flow and boundary layer location are asymmetric

with respect to the maqnetopause, an asymmetric reconnection

model, such as that used by Paschmann et al. (1979), is a reason-

able hypothesis. However, there are significant differences be-

tween observed and predicted plasma parameters - e.g., compare

Fi(;ure 2 in this paper with Figure 3 in Yang and Sonneruo (1977).

The reconnection geometry requires the high-speed boundary layer

flow to occur on open field lines. Energetic electron (> 45 keY)

,)itch-anqle distributions sampled by the LEPEDEA, however, show a

oancake-shaped distribution with intensities peaked near q0°

pitch angle. As we approach the diffusion region or x-line with-

in a reconnection geometry, the field magnitude decreases whereas

a magnetic mirror for energetic electrons requires a substantial

field increase. If the high-speed plasma flow is on open field

I inns, then the energetic oleo'trons will he very rapidly lost
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with a time scale on the order of their bounce time (- 1.5 sec)

and no electrons should be observed returning from the diffusion

region. On the contrary, significant energetic electron inten-

sity levels are present during the high-speed flow interval as

shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, their intensity rapidly de-

creases near the magnetopause as expected for a transition from

closed to open field lines. If we introduce particle mirrors in

the magnetosheath or strong and steady sources of energetic par-

ticles in the diffusion region or along the maqnetopause, then

the steep intensity gradient at the maqnetopause cannot he ac-

counted for. If sufficient and thus strong pitch-anqle scatter-

ing is introduced to maintain pancake-shaped enerqetic particle

distributions on open field lines, the low maqnetosheath inten-

sity level is still a problem since energetic electrons will he

scattered into the 90-1801 pitch-angle range and subsequently

lost due to large loss-cone angles even in the presence of flux

tube compression against the frontside magnetopause.

At the magnetopause near 0044 UT, within one spin period (3

sec), the TSEE-l LEPRDEA instrument observes a sharp decrease in

ion intensity concurrent with the primary change in B7. In add-

ition to the correspondingly steep gradient in > 45 keY enerqet-

ic electron intensity based on the LFPFDEA GM data, the rANL/MP

ion and electron responses and the NOAA/MPA measurements of 10-

60 keV electrons also show a simultaneous sharp decrease at the

magnetopause. Based on a 10 km/s inward maqnetopause motion,

the 3 sec maqnetopause transition corresponds to a nominal
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30 km magnetopause thickness. If the predicted vn values of

-20 km/s (Paschmann et al., 1979) or -55 km/s (Sonnerup et al.,

1981) apply to this magnetopause transition, then the narticle

gradient at the magnetopause should he spread out to a thick-

ness of 3 sec X 20 km/s = 60 km or 3 sec X S5 km/s = 163 km,

respectively, even if the finite normal flow was initiated at

the same time as the maqnetopause crossing. Noting also that

the gyroradius is 85 km for 2 keV ions with a 1.2 sec qyro-

period, this magnetopause does not appear to be further broad-

ened by a finite vn value. We note that Paschmann et al.

(1979) identified a magnetopause interval of 90 sec and used a

six-minute interval of magnetic field data to complete the min-

imum variance analysis. However, based on the 1/16 sec resolu-

tion field data, the primary change in field magnitude and

especially Bz is limited to 0043:56-59 UT which we take as the

primary current layer, or magnetopause layer. Paschmann et al.

(1979) obtained vn values that were predominantly negative due

to their 550-truncation of the velocity distribution. With a

full sampling of the ion velocity distributions over the

0042:12-0043:08 UT time intervals, we found Vn to be +17 or +27

km/s, in the magnetopause frame, depending on the normal direc-

tion used. If we assume that V. was actually zero at this

time, then it could have become negative by the time that TSFF:-

1 crossed the magnetopause near 0044 (IT. This condition, how-

ever, is difficult to reconcile with the steep particlo and

field gradients observed at the magnetopause.
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Since helium ions are accelerated to a speed comparable to

that of the hiqh-speed !10 component instead of gaining a compar-

able energy, a process which rpdicts a uniform velocity in-

crease should be preferred to a process which involves a uniform

enerqy transfer. For acceleration from a magnetic slingshot with

F -V X B, different ions will he accelerated by the same velo-

city increments whereas, for acceleration close to the diffusion

region where V X B can be small compared to the reconnection

electric field, ion acceleration will occur at the same energy

increments.

Regarding the uniqueness of the reconnection hypothesis for

the 8 September 1978 ISEE observations, D'Anqelo (1979) has pro-

posed an alternative model. His Laval nozzle model oredicts a

uniform velocity increase comparable to the observed values and

also considers the high speed flow to be on closed field lines.

For an ion sound speed of V. = 188 km/s and a typical range of

values for M = V/V s of 3 to 3.3 (D'Anqelo, 1979), where M is the

flow Mach number, the predicted flow speeds that result from the

Laval nozzle model are 560-620 km/s. Consequently, the observed

high flow speeds observed in the boundary layer cannot be con-

sidered as uniquely predicted by the reconnection model. It this

stage of development, however, it is not clear how applicable the

Laval nozzle model is to the 1SEE observations discussed in this

paper.

Our analys is has led to t-ho, followinq1 resiult!; which -ulI

bo taken as sul, )ortivo ()f tho. rec.onnection hyrnothosis:
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1) High-speed ion flow occurs within the boundary layer and

reaches a speed of 5R2 km/s which is close to the Alfven

speed based on the difference maqnetic field (Paschmann et

al., 1979).

2) The tangential stress halance conlition (equation 1, ore-

vious section) is roughly met. This condition is one of

the necessary conditions for a MHD rotational discontinuity

which, in turn, is a necessary condition for the reconnec-

tion geometry. Since this condition is derived directly

from Maxwell's equations and the energy momentum tensor,

any process such as nonlinear plasma turbulence which re-

sults in a locally finite average R. value will satisfy

the tangential stress balance condition.

At this juncture, we can only conclude that some of the condi-

tions [or a MIlD rotational discontinuity are met based on local

satellite observations. Since reconnection is a process which

involves global topological conditions (Vasyliunas, 1q75), our

results cannot be considered as meeting sufficient conditions

for the presence of reconnection. A further difficulty con-

cerns the general applicability of a MITD "fluid" description to

the magnetopause interaction region with its large spatial and

temporal variations involving a medium-S plasma where kinetic

instabilities are rrohahly important (Gary and Eastman, 1979).

Wt. fi nl that avai lah1i 'o ob!;,rvat iona l r, sul-fs fnr t-ho R !",p-

t 11 )7p mt ;nr o a!( o -;l; i ni 1,''Ia to ;(.v ,,r,II ' fi i ic t I It .

for t Ill- ,',il'nt ion intvrr t ir fo :



1) Observed hioh-speed flow events are at least partly on

closed field lines and, perhaps, Dartly on open field

lines (Scholer et al., 1981).

2) Energetic ions and electrons, sampled during the high-

speed plasma flow interval, show no large decrease in in-

tensity upon crossing into the region of reconnected field

lines.

3) The reconnected "flux tube" is not emptied of eneroetic

particles for > 160 sec although the bounce time for 601

pitch-angle particles is - 80 sec and - 1.5 sec, resonec-

tively, for these ions and electrons.

4) If energetic particles are supplied by a source in a dif-

fusion region for reconnection, this source suoplies low

energy plasma sporadically although it continuously anl

uniformly supplies energetic particles.

5) Observed energetic particles and low energy plasmas ha:vo a

steep gradient at the magnetonause which is difficult to

reconcile with a finite Tin value.

6) The observed value for vn is not consistent with the

predicted value without introducing rapid temporal

variations in magnetopause orientation. However, such

maqnetopause variations would tend to invalidate the

minimum variance analysis.

I0
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The combined results of this paper olace a number of con-

straints on any model used to exnlain siqnatures of the R Foe,-

temher 197R ISEE maqnetonause crosginn. Althouqh this cros:i',q

shows hiqh-speed ion flow in the boundary laver, the onorcietic

pitch-anqle distributions indicate that this hioh-snoed ,

occurs partly or entirely on closed field lines. For a recon-

nection model, the hiqh-speed flow should occur only nn open

field lines-; this prediction applies as well to Thatchy" rec-on-

nection models. Thus, to consistently apply the roconnectioi

interoretation, a second mechanism must he introduced to exolain

the high-soeed flow observed on closed field lines unless ratid

diffusion occurs onto the closed field line reqion. Such ranid

diffusion, however, is not entirely consistent with the observed

density and flow speed profiles and could equally well be used

to suoply the boundary layer without reconnection.

(liven the difficulties in nlacinq all, or even part nf,

thp hiqh soeed plasma flow on open field lines, we will nnw

consider whether the observations are consistent with a bnnd-

ary layer located entirely on closed field lines. Piqure 11

illustrates a possible boundary Qeometry for the R September

1978 ISEE maqnetopause crossinq. The intersections of houn,larv

lines with the ISE-I and -2 trajectories fit the availahle

plasma observations. The distanco from the maqnetor)au'e to th,,

s-itel iteos at oth r t- im,:; i.- td-iwn 1() 1, con.;ist,,nt with tlj,

onerqe tic ion observations hasd o)n the ,ol nd i n toch tnilu )t

W iIIiams (1179). Tn addition t-o xonlainino the traonod-I iko
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energetic particle signatures observed earthward of the magnet-

opause, this picture can account for observed asymmetries of

the ion pitch-angle distributions. Energetic ions with qyro-

diameters that intersect the maqnetopause will he lost from the

ion distribution for dawnward-looking azimuths. The loss of

60-90* pitch angles from the energetic ion distributions (Scho-

ler et al, 1981) is enhanced at higher energies due to larqer

ion gyroradii; an energy-dependent process that also results in

the absence of upward-flowing, low pitch-angle > 45-keV ions.

At lower energies, the low pitch-angle component comprises ions

which have mirrored without being subsequently lost at the ab-

sorbing boundary. The enhanced loss of ions at 60-900 pitch-

angles is likely due to the increased path length for these

ions close to an absorbing boundary whereas ions returning from

the northern hemisphere are less likely to be lost at the maq-

netopause due to their reduced path length close to an absorb-

ing boundary. This process provides a simple explanation for

the energetic ion distributions that start out peaked from 60-

1200 in the inner boundary layer and then lose the < 900 por-

tion close to the magnetopause (Scholer et al., 1981). Tnten-

sity variations of energetic particles in the boundary layer

can be accounted for by variable magnetopause positions and

geometry.

Based on these various considerations, we conclude that

the high-speed flow observed in the boundary layer durinq this
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crossing may be the result of impulsive injection of magneto-

sheath plasma across the magnetopause (Lemaire, 1977). The

conditions for such impulsive entry were enhanced by the highly

variable magnetosheath flow and a strong southwardi field com-

ponent (Lemaire et al., 1978). Since there is a significant

cross-field flow component for the plasma jet which is located

on closed field lines, this plasma will soon lose its momentum

via local dissipation and closure currents through non-local

dissipative regions such as the cusp ionosphere. The cross-

field ion flow will thus contribute to the MIlD dynamo process

that drives the dayside high-latitude current system (Eastman

et al., 1976). Our results still leave the entry process un-

specified; however, MI-D and plasma kinetic instabilities are

probably very important and should be a principal focus for

theoretical efforts directed toward the magnetopause inter-

action problem.
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Plate Captions

Plate 1. A. E-t spectroqram of IFE1-l TFPFIT\

responses for 8 September 1978, iav 251

B. E-4 spectroqram for 251/78 from 0037:)6

to 0039:34 UIT

C. E- spectroqram for 251/7R from 003q:34

to 0041:42 UT

Plate 2. A. E-0 spectrogram for 251/78 from 0041:42

to 0043:50 UT

B. F- spectrogram for 251/78 from n041:5n

to 0045:58 UT

C. E-0 spectroqram for 251/78 from 0o4R:n

to 0050:13 UT

D. E-0 spectrogram for 251/78 from 005-:21

to 0054:29 UT

Plate 1 will be published in color

Plate 2 will be published in color

Sj|



Fiqure Captions

Figure 1. Instrument fields-of-view for the ouadri-

spherical electrostatic analyzers or

LEPEDEAs (from Frank et al., 1978a).

-iqure 2. Plasma and maqnetic field data for the

ISEE-I maqnetopause crossing of 8 September

1978. Satellite coordinates are qiven in

the qeocentric solar maqnetospheric, GSM,

system. Plasma data presented as solid

lines are from the TANL/MPE instrument

(Paschmann et al., 1979). Simultaneous LFP-

EDA measurements are marked by a " I-" svm-

bol. The first maqnetooause crossinq is

shown by a dashed vertical line near 0044

UT.

Fiqure 3. Illustration of the E- olot format. All

seven detector pairs sample from low-to-hiqh

enerqy values over the instrument cycle time

which is 128 sec in hiqh-hit-rate mode.

Both energy and time are marked along the

ordinate. The abscissa shows the solar

ecliptic lonqitude of flow direction.

.... . .. °
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Fiqure 4. viewing geometry for the ISEE olasma instru-

ments for the R September 1978 maonetonause

crossing. Polar angle ranges-of-view for

the seven LEPF ,A detector nairs are shown.

Aproximate phase-soace density contours are

shown for the hiqh-sPeed boundary laver

plasma flow. The + 550 elevation anile cut-

off for the .ANTL/MPE instrument.- is shown

along with the flow vector that results from

this truncated sampling of the ion velocit,'

distribution.

Figure 5. Perspective plot of the three-dimensional

ion velocity distribution in the boundary

layer sampled by the ISEF-l r,,PEFDEA on R

September 1978 from 0041:42 to 0043:'(0 IT".

The high-speed flow neak is located at a

pitch-anqle of 340 and has a bulk flow s9)eel

of 482 km/s.

Figure 6. Perspective plot of the three-dimensional

ion velocity distribution in the magneto-

sheath sampled by the 1 qE-I LFPFPFA on q

September 1978 from 0052:21 to 0054:29 hIT.
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Figure 7. Perspective plot of the three-dimensional

ion velocity distribution in the magneto-

pause and boundary laver interval samoled hv

the ISEE-I LEPEDEA on 8 S etember I)7R from

0048:05 to 005:13 UT.

Figure 8. Isodensity contours of three rest-frame ion

distribution functions based on observations

by the ISEE-1 1,EPDEEA on 8 Sentember 1q78.

These three plots correspond to Fmigres 5, 7

and 6, respectively, for distributions sam-

pled in (a) the boundary layer, (h) the

later maqnetopause and boundary laver inter-

val and (c) the maqnetosheath.

Figure 9. Energetic electron (> 45 keV) averaqe inten-

sities and pitch-anqle distributions samoled

with the ISEE-I LEPEDEA's Geiqer-Mueller

tubes. These measurements span the period

0037 to 0057 UT on 8 September 1978. nitch-

angle distributions are qiven at unper right

for each numbered period.
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Figure 10. Roundary and field qeometry for the recon-

nection hypothesis as applied to the R sen-

tember 1972 maqnetopause crossinq (from

Paschmann et al., lq79). The shaded area

denotes the boundarv layer, considered to he

on open field lines, and the dashed line

identifies the maqnetopause.

Figure 11. Boundary layer and maqnetopause geometry for

the 8 September 1978 ISER crossinq based nn

all available plasma and field data. r rief

intervals of reduced enerqetic electron

intensity near 0038 and 0042 [IT (see Fiqure

9) could possibly be on onen field lines;

however, this diaqram illustrates a simple

hypothesis for which the boundary layer is

placed entirely on closed field lines (see

text).
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A-GSO-732 -1

VIEWING GEOMETRY

FOR ISEE PLASMA INSTRUMENTS .
MAGNETOPAJSE CROSSING, 25J/78

tSPIN
A XIS _5- LANL/M PE CUT-OFF

A

DETECTORS n, MAGNETOPAUSE
NORMAL DIRECTION

6 BULK FLOW FROM
7 TRUNCATED

RESPONSE ARRAY

(LANL/MPE)

__LANL/MPE CUT-OFF

0042:12 -0043:10 UT

(LEPEDEA)

Fiue4
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